
         A Vision  
 

Imagine, if you will, a most amazing school, the… 

Montessori Peace Academy of Colorado:   
   Montessori - employs neurologically proven hands-on and experiential teaching methods that meet the needs of the   
         individual child within the context of a supportive and nurturing community 

   Peace - according to Montessori philosophy, does not mean weakness, and it does not mean the simple absence of war.  It means 
inner harmony and strong individuality, a full participation in community life, responsiveness to the world, and stewardship of 
its resources.  It means respect for human dignity and diversity, and due diligence in protecting and supporting the rights of 
all.  It is to this definition of peace that we dedicate our most passionate efforts.  The American Montessori Society, New York, 
October 2001 (shortly after 9/11) 

   Academy - a community of dedicated, compassionate scholars with high academic expectations and standards that utilize critical 
thinking skills and the “Habits of Mind”.  “A “Habit of Mind” means having a disposition toward behaving intelligently 
when confronted with problems, the answers to which are not immediately known.” Bena Kallick, PhD 

   of 

   Colorado - represents a larger community.  However, for the young child, community starts at home and a relationship to a 
family, which MPAC will strive to support.  As a child grows and matures, this community will expand to include a 
school, a state, a country and finally to the greater world beyond.  In these ever expanding relationships, the child will 
come to recognize how the different choices he or she makes affects these communities. 

  

 
It’s impossible teach in a values vacuum.   

Values are always either implicitly or explicitly taught:  
Peace values statement: 

Students learn and practice each day, how to intentionally make good choices in how they care for (love) and respect 
themselves, others and the natural world so that they might proactively create a more peaceful community and world. 

- See ‘Pax (peace) Objectives’ for how this statement would be addressed within the classroom community (e.g. character 
development, social skills, conflict prevention/resolution, appropriate work habits/attitudes; proactive, responsible decision-
making) 

Definition of terms: 
Love – (not romantic, brotherly) An empathetic & compassionate connection, commitment to 

Note: The word ‘caring’ is substituted for ‘love’ because the latter is often associated with romantic relationships 

Respect – a. Recognizing that another: is separate and distinct yet similar; is endowed with unique gifts, characteristics and challenges; 
has the right to make choices and to self-determination, is endowed with inherent worth.  b. To feel or show deferential regard for; 
esteem.  c. To avoid violation of or interference with.  (Latter two definitions from the American Heritage Dictionary.) 

“There are those who look at things the way they 
are, and ask why... I dream of things that never 
were, and ask why not?”  Robert Kennedy 

“There can be no keener revelation of a society's 
soul than the way in which it treats its children.” 
Nelson Mandela 
 



MPAC characterized by: 

FACILITIES: Reflecting the core values of the school. 
- ‘Green’ built building if new; energy efficient & use of alternative energy sources if possible (e.g. solar, heat pump) 
- Interior decorator consultant available to teachers to help construct beautiful classroom environments; each classroom a celebration of 
uniqueness and diversity; environments constructed to harmonize with everyone’s physical & emotional needs (e.g. handicapped 
accessible, sound dampening ceiling tiles, natural light, calming colors) 
- ‘Multi-purpose’ rooms (e.g. Cultural Commons has shelves on wheels so can convert to lunch room, tutoring rooms double as storage 
rooms w/enclosed cabinets)  
- One-way mirrors so that parents, administrators, visitors can observe classrooms at anytime without interfering with the activities of 
the classroom   
 
POPULACE: Open to all. 
- Charter, magnet or non-profit school that makes it possible for people of all economic levels to attend 
- Committed parents that give of their time, talents and money 
- Different religious/philosophical backgrounds not only tolerated, but also celebrated as long as the life view that is promoted is loving 
and constructive and not hateful and destructive.  (Just to clarify, I’m not advocating ‘proselytizing’ where people are actively trying to 
convert others to their faith.  The school would be an inappropriate setting for such an endeavor. Religious dogma, philosophical 
tenants, scientific theory etc., would all be objectively presented as an aspect of a particular culture with no value judgment attached. So 
in summation, this would be a ‘secular’ institution, but one with ‘heart.’ :) 
- Racial/ethnic diversity sought to encourage acceptance of differences 
- Parent/infant through high school and… beyond? 
 
MEETINGS: Clear communication with consensus making. 
- Adult meetings would begin with inspirational thoughts, poem, etc. led by different individuals each time, followed by a moment of 
silence for individual inward (not spoken) gathering of thoughts, reflection, centering, prayer etc. – purpose, besides focusing and 
inspiring meeting, would be to demonstrate & remind gathering of the principle of tolerance/acceptance of different philosophies or 
theologies; often times our secular society makes the sharing of the spiritual side of a person taboo; an important component of peace is 
the tolerating/celebrating of different ideas and beliefs while accepting the person 
- Would use consensus method of decision making; decisions need to reflect MPAC mission statement and philosophical tenants ; 2/3 
‘super’ majority would be used if consensus could not be achieved in a reasonable amount of time  
 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: A framework of service and support. 
- Traditional organizational chart is inverted to emphasize support of each other and ultimate service to the child; cyclical in nature 
with the concept of ‘kaizen’ (continual improvement) meaning listening and responding to the needs of others 
- Underlying organizational structure supports (like legs on a table) the Teaching Staff, which have direct contact with the child. 
 

 
 



LEADERSHIP COUNCIL: A teacher lead school. 
- ‘Teaching’ Council Members: are master teachers from each developmental level, continue to teach part time; hire & mentor new 
staff; do community outreach & parent education & tours, oversee student intakes, chair educational committees; supports teachers and 
conducts evaluations; selects Board Trustees, Parent Reps., etc.  
- Makes decisions based on philosophical tenants, insures continuity between program levels; decisions based on consensus; make all 
curricular and programmatic decisions; approve all decisions made by the Board of Trustees, which inevitably affect school program. 
- Advisors: (Business Manager, Counselor, Parent Rep. & Trustee Rep.) give impute and advice relative to their perspective 
- Principle: a visionary, trained and experienced Montessorian who provides leadership for the school; facilitates Leadership Council 
 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES: NAIS Principles of Good Practice: (Additions shown in [ ] ) 

1. A trustee actively supports and promotes the school's mission, vision, strategic goals, and policy positions. 
2. A trustee is knowledgeable about the school's mission and goals, including its commitment to equity and justice, and represents 

them appropriately and accurately within the community. 
3. A trustee stays fully informed about current operations and issues by attending meetings regularly, coming to meetings well 

prepared, and participating fully in all matters. 
4. The board sets policy and focuses on long-range and strategic issues. An individual trustee does not become involved directly 

in specific management, personnel, or curricular issues. 
5. The trustee takes care to separate the interests of the school from the specific needs of a particular child or constituency. 
6. A trustee accepts and supports board decisions. Once a decision has been made [and approved by the Leadership Council], the 

board & the LC speaks as one voice. 
7. A trustee keeps all board deliberations confidential. 
8. A trustee guards against conflict of interest, whether personal or business related. 
9. A trustee has the responsibility to support the school and its head [principle] and to demonstrate that support within the 

community. 
10. Authority is vested in the board as a whole. A trustee who learns of an issue of importance to the school has the obligation to 

bring it to the head of school, or to the board chair, and must refrain from responding to the situation individually. 
11. A trustee contributes to the development program of the school, including strategic planning for development, financial 

support, and active involvement in annual and capital giving. 
12. Each trustee, not just the treasurer and finance committee, has fiduciary responsibility to the school for sound financial 

management. 
 
 
PARENT ASSOCIATION:  Invested, committed parents are the base-line support for the school. 
- Sponsors and coordinates various friend-raising and fundraising activities, as well as enhances and supports all aspects of our 
children’s education 
- Nominates parents to be Reading Parents, Room Parents or Parent Representatives to the Leadership Council 
 
FACULTY: A program is only as good as its teaching staff. 
- ‘Master’ status conferred upon those Montessori-trained teachers who have taught at least five years and are recognized by the 
community to be of the highest caliber and integrity 
- Assistants hired that have the potential to become master teachers  
- Goal of two trained, high quality teachers in each classroom, either co-teachers, master + intern or master + junior teacher 
- Volunteer ‘grandparents’ in each classroom to replicate extended family and give instructional support 
- Male/Female teaching teams to role model healthy relationships between men and women; role model for each child’s particular 
gender; one preferably bilingual in Spanish/English 
- Exchange teachers from different countries who share their countries culture and conversely learn about MPAC’s mission, programs 
and curriculum 
- Teachers would be paid a living salary; make at least what public school teachers are paid 
 
PROGRAM STAFF: Teaching and learning can be tough.  Both teachers and students need support. 
- Infant/Toddler Liaison – outreach & support of new parents prior to, or concurrent with, enrollment in the school 
- Curriculum Developer – works with teaching staff to create and refine teaching materials and curriculum to better meet the needs of 
students and correlates with state standards; trained in Filemaker Pro which houses the Montessori Plus database 
- Cultural Commons Specialist – strong background and training in the sciences; maintains Cultural Commons and associated materials; 
gives small group lessons to science teams 
- Literacy Specialist – identifies students that need reading remediation, directly teaches remedial reading groups and trains teachers in 
effective instructional reading strategies; directs literacy program  
- Mastery Specialist/Counselor – identifies students whose special needs are not meet by the typical MPAC’s classroom environment 
and methods; helps teachers/parents formulate appropriate remediations / accomadations; provides support to teachers/parents with 
students who have unique learning challenges and special needs; helps mediate conflicts between staff/parents; Special Ed. certified 



INSTRUCTIONAL: (Montessori Plus: meeting the ideals, refining and building on Montessori’s teaching methods and practices) 
General: 
- ‘Meeting the student’s needs’ (or, in Montessori parlance: ‘Follow the child’) is first and foremost in each and every consideration of 
the school.  In other words, this is the crucial ‘lens’ by which all aspects of the school must be viewed, governed and evaluated. 
- Recognize that a discerning intellect (i.e. problem solving skills, critical thinking) is an essential ingredient in recognizing, analyzing 
and solving problems is a prerequisite to achieving a peaceful world (The Habits of Mind) 
- Recognizing that while convergent thinking is important (Bloom’s Taxonomy: knowledge, comprehension, application), divergent 
thinking skills (analysis, synthesis, evaluation) are even more important.  Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than 
knowledge.”  Imagine a birthday cake.  Without the baked cake (convergent thinking), there isn’t anything to support the icing 
(divergent thinking), and yet it is the icing, those ‘finishing touches’ that makes the cake special and unique.   
- Strike the child’s imagination (both in group lessons & individualized works) = Learning for learning’s sake (intrinsic motivation 
rather than extrinsic [e.g. reward/punishment] driven motivation) 
- Personalized Educational Plan for each student = student working up to full potential relative to developmental stage, intelligences,  
(Gardner’s 8) and gifts/weaknesses (i.e. students that learn very easily not held back by group and allowed to work way above grade 
level; slower/learning challenged student not pushed ahead into failure); a ‘PEP talk’ would be held with each student once a month to 
set goals and strategies 
- Early detection of special needs and proactive remediation without associated stigma; Learning Profiles developed for each student 
speaking to strengths, weakness, motivations, etc. 
- Autonomous learner = self-confident student who possesses the necessary skills and self motivation to acquire knowledge and skills on 
his or her own; able to make proactive, responsible choices 
- Multi-sensory, hands on and experiential based learning 
- Collaborative learning in the cultural subject areas fostering cooperation and interdependence  
- Mastery learning + Control of error + Formal (e.g. Albanasi tests, CSAP) & informal assessment = students that don’t fail; emphasis 
placed on how far a student goes and not how fast 
- Computer stored and generated command (activity) cards (i.e. Montessori Plus) allowing for: curriculum continuity (in both form & 
content) between classrooms & grade levels, flexibility in both the creation and altering of activities, continual refinement of the 
curriculum possible without throwing out the ‘previous’ curriculum; used in each classroom 
- Uninterrupted work time w/ Specials providing change of pace and specialized instruction but not scheduled so as to fracture academic 
day 
- Peer teaching and mentoring encouraged  
- Immersion experiences ranging in length from one day to a week where students choose subjects that they intensively study 
 
Peacemaking  “Establishing lasting peace is the work of education; all politics can do is keep us out of war.” Maria Montessori 
- Values-driven character development, social skills and ecological awareness are just as important as academic skills and provide the 
basis for peace. 
- Concepts and skills intentionally taught, practiced everyday and integrated into routines and curriculum of the classroom; skills are 
pragmatic and are relevant and applicable to everyday life, (e.g. The Pax Curriculum) 
- Community outreach through service learning on an individual, classroom and school wide level 
- Partnership with a third world school with both philanthropic and educational goals in mind; mutually beneficial, both giving and 
receiving, non-paternalistic on the part of the 1st world school, both schools committed for life to the other school 
- Planting of additional peace schools 
- Training in Montessori Plus and Pax Curriculum 
- Cultural exchange with teachers and students from different countries 
- Field trips to different cultural settings that coincide with the continent of study (e.g. Hmart, Chinatown, Buddhist temple = Asia) 
- Peace Garden: 

- The intent of such a peace garden would not be to proselytize or to convince students that one culture is better than another, 
but to make them aware of and understand cultural differences between people. While they might not agree with the customs, 
ways or belief systems of that particular culture, they can still respect and even celebrate those people. 
- In a beautiful, secluded area that engenders study, contemplation, meditation or prayer  
- Entrance sign excerpt from “About Hope” by Mattie Stepanek: 

“Hope is a Garden 
Of seeds sown with tears, 
Planted with love 
Amidst present fears.” 

 
- Different displays within garden created by a family from different continents/countries bearing the name, picture, and short 
biography of those who created it to show the ‘human face’ behind a different culture; displays show how that particular 
culture meets that family’s needs (Montessori concept, “Needs of Humans”: food, arts, shelter, clothing, religion, etc.); 
children involved in creating 
 



- Peace Gallery (in hallways?) with a adult themed works of art at adult eye level and child oriented at their level (includes student’s 
works as well; larger-than-life-sized peace themed sculpture at entrance of school (that students can sit, crawl on); murals on walls 
- Peace section in library 
 
Science/Cultural Commons: Like an excellent children’s museum, which nobody fails. 
- Cultural resource room shared by elementary stocked with cultural materials; staffed by science-trained person; materials can be 
checked out by classroom 
- Collaborative/cooperative learning in both mixed-aged and homogenous science teams 
- Discovery learning / problem solving approach to uncovering concepts 
- Becoming proficient in scientific skills more important then acquisition of basal knowledge (scientific skills = learning how to learn) 
- Organization/ interrelatednedess of knowledge reflected in cultural curriculum (cosmic education) 
- Traveling animal exhibits with representations of all classes and major phylums in an ecosystem context for zoological study 
- Nature center: pond life, tidal pool etc. ecosystems on campus and are focus of biology curriculums 
- Farmette: compost, organic garden & animals (model cycle of life & sustainable agriculture) and are focus of biology curriculums 
- Sustainable ecological principles both taught and practiced in everyday life of the school (recycling, composting, etc.) 
 
Math: 
- State standards would be met in scope (and surpassed) although sequence, at times, would be different 
- 80% proficiency expected both on individual work and on post-test on each particular concept/skill except for children with severe 
special needs in that area 
- Discovery learning / problem solving approach to uncovering concepts 
- Small group or individualized lessons with individualized activity cards 
- Begin with the use of concrete materials, to symbolic materials ending in abstract (in head, paper & pencil) mastery of concepts & 
skills; pace of movement from concrete to symbolic to abstract determined by student’s mastery 
 
Language Arts: 
- State standards would be met in scope (and surpassed) although sequence, at times, would be different 
- 80% proficiency expected both on individual work and on post-test on each particular concept/skill except for children with severe 
special needs in that area 
- 6 + 1 Traits basis of Writer’s Workshop program 
- Small group or individualized lessons with individualized activity cards 
- DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) used as objective test & measure for reading; remedial reading groups for 
at risk student run by Literacy Specialist 
- Orton Gillingham basis of beginning phonics, spelling, reading and writing programs 
- In lower elementary, one on one reading to Reading Parents and/or Reading Buddy on a daily basis 
- Novel Reading and DEAR on an alternating basis each day 
- Literature groups for proficient readers (3rd and above) using ‘Mosaic of Thought’ or ‘Great Books’ (Socratic) for studying topic, 
books sought that speak to the human condition 
- SRA (independent and individualized reading program) 
 
Technology: (computers) 
- Developmentally appropriate computer use by students: learn how to research on the Internet, keyboarding, word processing, 
spreadsheets and presentation programs (such as Power Point). 
- Used to lessen waste, improve communication; lessen workload of teachers and administrators; school server would house Montessori 
Plus learning system that’s accessible from both school and home 
- Single operating system (Apple) 
- Pre and post-test scores in math, language and reading stored on central server accessible by parents so they can know at any given 
point and time how their children are doing (privacy protected); additional information on attendance, attitude, industry included 
 
Foreign Language Instruction:  
- Use of Rosetta Stone allows for use both at school and at home; mimics immersion experience; interactive and developmentally 
appropriate 
- Bilingual Spanish/English teacher or assistant in each room 
  
PE: 
- Emphasis on cooperative games, sportsmanship, physical health and life long sports 
- Used as a metaphor to speak to the realities of life; object lessons tied into ‘The Pax Curriculum’ (e.g. sportsmanship = respecting 
others) 
 
 



MAADD Program: 
- Integrated approach to teaching music, art, Aikido, dance and drama; units culminate in integrated public performance/exhibit 
 

Music: 
- Emphasis on life-giving/affirming and constructive music (avoiding stereotypical, violent or degrading lyrics) 
- Focus on the appreciation of music from different cultures in keeping with continent study (e.g. Africa, Europe, etc.) 
- Learning to enjoy music as a reflection/celebration of life 
 
Art: 
- Both integrated into the cultural curriculum as well as a stand-alone program 
- Where the power of creativity (divergent thinking) can be experienced in its purist form that can be experienced first hand 
 
Aikido: 
- Both integrates and picks up where The Pax Curriculum leaves off, meaning when a student is physically attacked 
- An art that practitioners use to defend themselves while also protecting their attacker from injury 
- Extending love and compassion especially to those who seek to harm others 
 
Dance: 
- Focus on the appreciation of dance from different cultures in keeping with continent study (e.g. Africa, Europe, etc.) 
- Learning to enjoy dance as a reflection/celebration of life 
- Experience learning and performing routines that have been choreographed by a trained dancer 
- A noncritical outlook fostered on an individual dancer’s take on a particular interpretation of music 

 
Drama: 
- Emphasis on plays that teach a moral lesson, expose students to different cultures or explore different life views 
 

 
LIFE TREE LEARNING SYSTEMS: Non-profit dedicated to 21st century teaching aids and curriculums. 
- Montessori Plus, a learning management system, is a software application for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting 
and delivery of electronic educational curriculums  
- The research and development arm of MPAC; resulting Montessori Plus curriculums and databases will be sold as a fundraiser for the 
school 
 
MONTESSORI IN A BOX: 
- School-wide service project involved in planting the seeds of Montessori Plus in impoverished schools that are lacking in funds, 
materials or expertise. 
 
TRAINING CENTER: 
- Training current & potential MPAC faculty and trainees in the use of Montessori Plus 
 
“When I dare to be powerful --- to use my strength in the service of my vision, then it becomes less and less 
important whether I am afraid.”  By the poet Audre Lorde    
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